
But With Middle 
Schoolers

Design Sprints



Minecraft U

Minecraft game mechanics are incredibly analogous to engineering. 
We focus on teaching problem solving and programming techniques 
in a safe, encouraging ecosystem centered around Minecraft. We are 

currently running camps in the Dallas, TX and Shreveport, LA



Minecraft U



Minecraft U





Such Java



Now What?



Product Dev Camp

The first two days serve as a mini design 
sprint. Campers brainstorm, collaborate on 
and design a modpack and adventure map 

from scratch.



Not by the Book

We stole some ideas instead of copying 



Expectations

Going in to the design sprint, we had two negative expectations. 



Expectations

The first was based on our previous experience with middle school 
students--that they would be inefficient, sometimes meandering 

learners.



Expectations

The second was that the students would not be able to adapt to 
the strictures and structure of the design sprint. 



Expectations

In both cases, we were wrong.



What we do

Some, but not all



Ask the Experts
(or in our case, research)

Parameters: 
bit.ly/parameters-game



How Might We
(brainstorming)



Sketch
Sticky Decision



Storyboard



Rapid Prototyping







Results

One of the most interesting things about this 
camp was how the students took to design 

thinking. 



Results

It was a more open, collaborative, and creative 
environment than in most professional product 

teams.



Results

The students maintained intense focus for the 
duration of the camp.



Results

They discovered and learned new tools with 
which to accomplish their goals.



Results

They understood the time constraints involved 
and planned accordingly. 



What We Can Learn

Don’t go by the book. Adapt.



What We Can Learn

Summon your beginner’s mind.



What We Can Learn

Set clear expectations



What We Can Learn

Lower Your Expectations



Middle Schoolers Adults

Less cognitive biases More cognitive biases

Beginner’s mind Egos

No expectations High expectations

Play Work

What We Can Learn
...become like little children...





Thanks!

To download and play the modpack and map developed by the 
2017 Minecraft U Product Development Camp:

danielsjourney.com/mcu-pd-2017

To learn more about Minecraft U, visit
minecraftu.org


